
For what reasons could a theory be changed or replaced?
Scientists are likely to accept a new or modified theory if it explains everything the old theory did and more. The process of theory change may take time and
involve controversy, but eventually the scientific explanation that is more accurate will be accepted.

Hope this helps

What part of speech is an adjective paired with?
Why does the declaration of independence list grievances against king george III?
What is the pattern of 5,7,11,17,25 and the next number in the pattern?
Explain how these new immagrants affected the American economy and culture
daniel has a sample of pure copper. its mass is 89.6 grams (g), and its volume is 10 cubic centimeters (cm3). what’s the density of the sample?
Which of the following is an example of how the geosphere can affect the atmosphere tidal wave

earthquake

rainstorm

volcanic eruption
What was the economy in Egypt when Djoser was a king?
A confectionary company did a survey among students. It was found that 80 students liked pastries and 30 of those students liked candies also. There were 15
students who did not like pastries but liked candies. There were 5 students who did not like either pastries or candies.
Only small amounts of enzymes are required for reactions within cells because enzymes are______ A.fragile
B.reused
C.small molecules
D.constantly synthesized
The foyer typically includes a
Solve the equation for x. the square root of the quantity x minus 8 end quantity plus 2 equals 7



A. x=1
B. x=13
C. x=17
D. 33
In a short paragraph, explain why you think people continue to take the risks you described in part a. Part A was liquor and multiple sex partners-HIVs
A boat is moving at 9 m/s and then accelerates 1.5 m/s/s for 10 seconds. what is the final speed?
Define bicameral. a) two governments b) two leaders c) two powers d) two houses
Select the statement that is true. Answer Choices The sum of 0.12x2+0.3??? and 1.5x2?0.75 is 1.62x2+0.416 . -0.45x2+0.9 subtracted from 2.5x2?7.32 is -
2.95x2+8.22 . The difference of 18.94x?0.4??? and -10.2x+4.5 is 8.74x?4.94??? . The product of 0.6???x+3.4 and -6x+5.7 is -4x2?16.6x+19.38 .
In the process of genetic engineering, what is the correct order of the steps? A. DNA separation, DNA extraction, and cutting DNA
B. DNA extraction, cutting DNA, and DNA separation
C. DNA extraction, DNA separation, and cutting DNA.
What war was based on industrial weaponry and transportation systems?
What is 13.28 divided by 3
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